TOWN OF SIMSBURY

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
933 HOPMEADOW STREET
SIMSBURY, CONNECTICUT 06070

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
NATURAL GAS SUPPLY

ADDENDUM 2

In response to questions received, please see responses below.

1. We are only able to offer a dual billed option for the contract – is this an issue?

   The Town of Simsbury will accept Dual-billing, however, single billing is preferred and may be considered as a factor in the award.

2. The RFP states that invoices need to reference Metered usage at the facility & Applicable line loss/shrinkage breakout. If our invoices reference the total volume at City Gate – is this an issue?

   Referencing City Gate volumes, as opposed to facility metered usage and line losses, is not an issue. Bidders should specify if gas volume (and pricing) is measured at the City Gate or the facility.